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Apartment Market Dynamics Look Strong for Two More Years 
Although Moderating from Previous Blistering Pace, 

Leasing and Sales of Multifamily Leads All Other CRE Property Types 

Apartment markets constinued to improve across all areas of the country for the seventh quarter in a row, though 
the pace of improvement moderated, according to the National Multi Housing Council's (NMHC) Quarterly 
Survey of Apartment Market Conditions. Still, the NMHC said the outlook is for continued strength in the 
multifamily sector for the next two years. 
 
NMHC's survey measures market tightness, sales volume, equity financing and debt financing, all of which 
measured at 50 or higher, indicating growth from the second quarter. 
 
"Even after nearly three years of recovery, apartment markets around the country remain strong as more report 
tightening conditions than not," said NMHC chief economist Mark Obrinsky. "The dynamic that began in 2010 
remains in place: the increase in prospective apartment residents continues to outpace the pickup in new 
apartments completed. While development activity has picked up considerably since the trough, financing for 
both acquisition and construction remains constrained, flowing mainly to the best properties in the top markets." 
 
As residents continue to lease more apartments at higher rents, investors are pursuing multifamily acquisitions in 
increasing numbers. According to CoStar Group, multifamily sales are the only property type to report year-over-
year gains in sales volume. The total dollar value sold in the first nine months of 2012 is up 20% over 2011 at 
$53.41 billion vs. $44.62 billion. 
 
Financing is still available but only for the top markets, NMHC reported. Only one in five reported acquisition 
capital being similarly available for all geographic markets and properties. 
 
Construction financing was even more restricted. Just 8% of respondents indicated construction financing for 
new apartments was available in all markets for all property types. The vast majority reported construction 
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financing as only available for either the top properties in the top markets (37%) or for all property types in the 
top markets (36%). 

TWO MORE YEARS. TWO MORE YEARS. 

Forecasts for the multifamily market and demand for rental housing remain solid for the next couple of years, 
according to the Freddie Mac Multifamily Research Group. The group is forecasting a base case that entails slow 
economic growth with an additional 1.7 million new multifamily renter households between now and 2015. 
 
The multifamily market is continuing to benefit from recent declines in homeownership related to economic stress 
and high foreclosures in the single-family housing market. In fact, Freddie Mac is forecasting that the 
homeownership rate will drop another 1 to 2 percentage points if the current slow recovery continues. 
 
Meanwhile, the single-family rental market, a growing and distinct market from multifamily, has expanded 16% 
(about 3 million units) since 2007. 
 
"The research supports the optimism that currently pervades the multifamily market," said David Brickman, 
senior vice president of Freddie Mac Multifamily. It confirms that multifamily is a bright spot in in the real estate 
market and the economy more broadly, and it will likely continue to shine for quite some time." 
 
"The economic data indicates that current rental markets are very strong with low vacancy rates, rising rents and 
solid demographic trends. What this research demonstrates is that these conditions are likely to remain in place 
for several years to come," Brickman said. 

RESIDENTIAL VACANCIES FALLING 

The national vacancy rates in the third quarter were 8.6% for rental housing and 1.9% for homeowner housing, 
the Department of Commerce's Census Bureau reported. 
 
The rental vacancy rate of 8.6% was 1.2 percentage points lower than the rate recorded in the third quarter 2011 
and the same as the rate last quarter. 
 
The homeowner vacancy rate of 1.9% was 0.5 percentage points lower than the third quarter 2011 rate and 0.2 
percentage points lower than the rate last quarter (2.1%). 
 
The homeownership rate of 65.5% was 0.8 percentage points lower than the third quarter 2011 rate (66.3%) and 
approximately the same as the rate last quarter. 
 
In the third quarter 2012, the median asking sales price for vacant for sale units was $137,000. 
 
Among regions, the rental vacancy rate was highest in the South (10.5%) and lowest in the Northeast (7.1%) and 
West (6.5%). 
 
For the third quarter 2012, the homeowner vacancy rate was higher in the South (2.1%) than in the West (1.7%). 

Hotel Fundamentals Weakening But Could Outpace Other Property Types 
Hotel properties are making up a larger share of CMBS 2.0 deals. While the share of retail property loans being 
packaged as commercial mortgage-backed securities has declined substantially since 2010, hotel properties 
have increased year over year since 2010, and now account for 13% of 2012 issuance for multi-borrower CMBS 
transactions, according to new analysis from Wells Fargo Securities. 
 
And while analysts expect the trend may not last much longer, hotels could still prove to be a better-performing 
property sector than office, industrial or retail. 
 
"While we are forecasting continued strong performance for the hotel sector relative to the core property types of 
office, retail and industrial, we see the recovery in hotel fundamentals likely to slow through the next year," wrote 
Marielle Jan de Beur, senior analyst for Wells Fargo Securities. 
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"Our current forecast calls for decelerating RevPAR (revenue per available room) through 2013; however, we still 
anticipate positive revenue for the sector through the forecast," Jan de Beur added. "A slowing global economy 
and a disappointingly slow economic recovery in the United States will likely limit continued gains in occupancy 
needed for increasing overall revenue gains." 
 
The three major hotel performance metrics of occupancy, average daily rate (ADR) and RevPAR show that gains 
on a year-over-year basis have slowed in 2012. May 2010 marked the first increase in RevPAR over the prior-
year period since the downturn. RevPAR gains in 2011 were up 8% to 9% over each month from 2010, but the 
gains in 2012 have slowed from 2011 year-over-year gains. Through September 2012, RevPAR is up 7.6% from 
2011, a decrease from the prior year's gains. 
 
"Moderate economic growth in the United States and the slowing global economy will likely keep occupancy 
levels range-bound, capping RevPAR growth at least until stronger economic growth can stimulate more leisure 
and business travel," Jan de Beur said. "Given the current economic environment, we do not expect much more 
upside to occupancy gains in the near term, at least until the economy can gain traction and grow at a stronger 
pace." 
 
A limited new supply of hotel rooms will likely act as a buffer helping to limit (but not eliminate) any adverse 
effects in hotel room demand due to the global economic slowdown, according to Wells Fargo. A strong increase 
in new supply from 2008-2009 was poorly timed and came online in the midst of the recession just as demand 
was waning. Average annual new supply of 1% from 2010-2013 is trending well below the long-term annual 
average of 1.9%, which should help buffer the hotel sector during a slowing economy. 
 
According to CoStar Group, on a year-over-year basis, transaction volume for hotel property sales through the 
third quarter of this year is down 33% for the same period in 2011 with $11.13 billion this year vs. $16.52 billion a 
year ago. 
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 BANKRUPTCY LEASE AUCTION* 
 

(TRANSACTIONS SUBJECT TO BANKRUPTCY COURT APPROVAL) 

BELOW MARKET LEASES FOR SALE IN EXTREMELY  
DESIRABLE NY & NJ LOCATIONS   

RANGING FROM 17,145+ SQ. FT. TO 54,000+ SQ. FT.
 

11 Strategically Positioned Retail Leases – Shopping Center & Street Locations 
Tremendous Flagship Potential!  

Lease Overview 
Store #  Address  City  ST  Total SF  Expiration  Options 
105  Routes 1 & 9 North  Elizabeth  NJ  32,800  2/14/2024   

104 
Paramus Place 
165 Route 4 West 

Paramus  NJ  41,000  10/31/2019  2x5 

107 
Totowa Shopping Center,  
215 Route 46 West 

Totowa  NJ  23,777  2/28/2022  2x5 

214 
Bay Plaza 
2146 Bartow Avenue 

Bronx  NY  26,500  1/31/2022  3x5 

208  Queens Place 
88‐01 Queens Blvd. 

Elmhurst  NY  19,385  9/30/2016  2x5 

203  1900 Northern Blvd.  Manhasset  NY  25,000  1/31/2028   
202  335 Madison Avenue & 44th Street  New York  NY  17,200  6/30/2014   

205  135 East 57th Street  New York  NY  54,000  1/31/2016  1x5 
210  1775 Broadway & 57th Street  New York  NY  23,250  8/31/2017  1x5 
215  229 West 43rd Street  New York  NY  24,000  2/18/2026  1x5 
213  3 East 18th Street  New York  NY  17,145  10/31/2021  1x4 

 

Bid Deadline: Friday, December 7  •  Auction Date: Wednesday, December 12 
(DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE) 

 
For Additional Information Including Lease Documents, Please Visit www.greatamerican.com/keen or Contact: 

GA Keen Realty Advisors, LLC 
and Keen Realty, LLC 
T: 646-381-9222 
greatamerican.com/keen 
Daffys@greatamerican.com 

Disclaimer: All information is from the client and/or 
other sources deemed reliable and has not been 
independently verified.  No representation, warranty 
or guarantee, expressed or implied or by operation of 
law, is made as to the accuracy, reliability, or 
completeness of this information.  This material is 
submitted subject to errors, omissions, changes, prior 
sales, or withdrawals without notice. All transactions 
are subject to Bankruptcy Court approval. 

 

*Disclosure‐Pursuant to an Order dated August  8, 2012, of the United States Bankruptcy Court presiding over the Chapter 11 case, Case #12‐13312( MG) In Re Daffy’s 
Inc.  (“Daffy’s”), Daffy’s was authorized to sell certain assets to Jericho Acquisition l, LLC (“Jericho”) including but not limited to its interest in certain real property 
leases. Jericho has retained GA Keen Realty Advisors, LLC  and Keen Realty, LLC to conduct an auction in order to sell  these real property leases acquired from Daffy’s. 
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Since peaking at 17.39% in October 2010, the 30+ day delinquency rate for hotel loans in fixed- rate CMBS 
conduit transactions has steadily declined, according to Wells Fargo. Currently, the hotel delinquency rate stands 
at 11.03%, the lowest level since December 2009. 
 
The amount of newly delinquent hotel loans each month has continued to subside as well, declining to 14 loans 
per month on average so far for 2012 from 19 loans per month on average for 2011. 
 
The delinquency rates have fallen substantially from the peaks for loans backed by full-service and limited-
service hotels. The delinquency rate for full-service hotel loans has stalled out at around 13% in 2012, whereas 
the delinquency rate for limited-service hotel loans has continued to decrease to around 8%. 
 
"There has been a decline in the amount of newly delinquent limited-service hotel loans in 2012, but the amount 
of newly delinquent full-service hotel loans has not lessened," Jan de Beur said. 
 
Liquidation volume for hotel loans this year is below 2011 levels but remains significant. As of October, 89 hotel 
loans were liquidated with losses totaling $529 million, compared to total losses of $725 million over the same 
time period in 2011. 
 
"While we anticipate slowing hotel revenue gains through 2013, we still see the sector outperforming the office, 
retail and industrial sectors," Jan de Beur concluded. "The slowing global economy and an underwhelming 
economic recovery in the United States will likely limit occupancy gains making it difficult for hotel operators to 
increase room rates, thereby slowing increases in RevPAR growth on a year-over-year basis." 
 
"A shallow supply pipeline should mitigate downside to a slowing economy, helping keep hotel revenue on a 
positive track. Better fundamental performance is translating into declining hotel delinquency rates in CMBS, 
which should benefit CMBS bondholders with exposure to hotel properties," she said. 

Demand, Prices for CRE Loans Increasing 
Prices for most types of commercial real estate loans have increased from 6% to 10% in the past year. 
 
Prices of CRE loans traded at DebtX's marketplace increased modestly in September. The monthly price of 
impaired performing loans traded at DebtX was 77.9% in September 2012, up from 77.6% in August 2012. 
Prices were 71.3% in September 2011. DebtX is an online exchange for whole loans. 
 
The price of non-performing CRE loans traded at DebtX was 50.9% in September 2012, up from 50.5% in 
August 2012. Prices were 40.3% in September 2011. 
 
The estimated price of whole loans securing the U.S. CMBS universe remained at 88.7% in September 2012, 
the same as August 2012. Loan values were 85% in September 2011. 
 
"Prices for performing and non-performing loans traded at DebtX's marketplace trended incrementally higher 
again in September," said DebtX managing director Will Mercer. "The September price increases were more 
modest than in August, but they point to a continuing recovery in the CRE capital markets and growing demand 
for loans." 
 
With the increasing demand for CRE loans, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. returned to the marketplace in 
the third quarter. After posting almost no loan sales in the first half of the year, the FDIC sold more than $280 
million in CRE loans in the third quarter. Most of the loans sold were nonperforming. 
 
The FDIC sold 114 nonperforming CRE loans in the third quarter - its highest total since the fourth quarter of 
2009. The FDIC was getting 33% of book value in the third quarter up from the low 20% in 2011. 
 
However, the FDIC sold only 19 performing CRE loans in the third quarter - its lowest total in the last four years. 
Performing loans were trading at 62% of book value. 
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CMBS Delinquency Rate Plummets; Hurricane Sandy a Big 'If' Ahead 
After dropping below the 10% mark in September, Trepp projected that the CMBS delinquency rate should 
continue to see considerable downward pressure in the months to come. That was certainly the case in October, 
as the rate saw its biggest drop in 14 months. The delinquency rate for U.S. commercial real estate loans in 
CMBS fell 30 basis points to 9.69% in October. 
 
At the same time, Fitch Ratings said CMBS loan defaults, including in CMBS 2.0, could rise as early as the 
November 2012 distribution date following the impact of superstorm Sandy, although the ratings agency said it is 
much too soon to accurately assess the full effect of the storm and said many of the loan defaults could simoly 
be the result of temporary power and connectivity issues. 
 
However, it may take some time to resolve these loans if borrowers with property damage experience delays in 
receiving insurance proceeds, making repairs and resuming operations. 
 
Loan resolutions remained high in October, according to Trepp. More than $1.5 billion in loans were resolved in 
October with losses. The removal of these loans from the delinquent loan category accounted for 28 basis points 
of downward pressure on the delinquency rate. 
 
Loans that were newly delinquent-around $2.6 billion in total-put upward pressure of about 46 basis points on the 
rate, according to Trepp. This was significantly less than September's $3.3 billion of newly delinquent loans that 
contributed 59 basis points of upward pressure. Loans that cured in October put downward pressure of 45 basis 
points on the rate, essentially offsetting the amount of loans that became delinquent. 

(Please continue reading on page 7) 
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(CMBS cont'd from page 5) 
Added together, the impact of the loan resolutions, the effect of loans curing, and the effect of newly delinquent 
loans created a net improvement of 27 basis points in the rate. The remaining three basis points were a result of 
the repayment of performing loans, loans becoming defeased, the amortization of existing loans, and the 
addition of new deals to the pool. 
 
Among the major property types, only the multifamily segment weakened in October. Office, retail, lodging, and 
industrial loans all saw improvements month-over-month. 
 
The industrial delinquency rate shed 68 basis points and is now 11.53%. The lodging delinquency rate dropped 
92 basis points to 11.24%. The multifamily delinquency rate increased 17 basis points and remains the worst 
major property type with a rate of 14.26%. The office delinquency rate fell 28 basis points to 10.20%. The retail 
delinquency rate decreased by six basis points to 8.03% and remains the best performing major property type. 
 
The improvement may not be over yet. Trepp reported that it foresees no reason for the volume of loans being 
resolved each month to drop. Borrowing costs remain extremely low and the appetite for distressed real estate 
remains high. This should allow special servicers to continue to operate at a high speed for the foreseeable 
future. 
 
Fitch Ratings does see one potential glitch from Hurricane Sandy towards continued improvement. Once storm 
damage status reports are received, some transactions where the impact of the storm is concentrated may be at 
risk of future downgrades if Fitch believes the borrowers lack the wherewithal to get the properties performing 
again. 
 
However, Fitch does not expect significant rating actions as most commercial properties maintain 
property/casualty insurance, windstorm insurance, and 12 to 24 months of business interruption insurance, along 
with some properties that have certain amounts of flood insurance coverage. 
 
Fitch said property damage is expected to be significant given the size of the affected area, from the Mid-Atlantic 
region, the Northeast and to the Great Lakes, as well as the geographic concentration in CMBS of these states 
and large cities along the Eastern Seaboard. 

On the Verge of a Virtuous Cycle? 
By Erica Champion 
The health of the for-sale housing market just got a lot more important to me. I had a theory that home sales 
volumes wouldn't improve until job gains had been logged for at least two years. It turns out I was wrong. 
 
While I usually hate being wrong, I am excited that I was this time, because it led to a very interesting discovery 
that I would not have otherwise made: Employment growth actually lags behind increases in home sales volume. 
The correlation between the Y/Y change in job gains and a four-quarter-lagged Y/Y change in homes sales 
volume is very strong, at 0.66. 
 
At first I thought this must be a mistake; we all learned in statistics that correlation doesn't mean causation. But 
when you think about it, cause and effect does make sense here. 
 
Consumption makes up 70% of GDP, and a home is usually the biggest purchase a household ever makes. 
Most of the time, buying a home is coupled with other related big purchases—everything from new paint and 
carpeting to big-ticket durable goods (such as appliances and furniture) to fill the home—all the way up to 
extensive remodeling. This triggers the need for people to sell, move, create, and do stuff, which equals 
consumption and jobs. 
 
And the process of the home purchase alone actually spurs employment: The buyer and seller usually each 
have a real estate agent, a closing attorney coordinates the actual closing, a mortgage broker takes the loan 
through the underwriting process, an appraiser assigns a value to the asset, an inspector identifies any minor or 
major issues with the home, and on and on. 
 

mailto:echampion@pprglobal.com?subject=Virtuous%20Cycle
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While the improvements in the housing market are relatively new and small and largely fueled by investors, the 
young recovery is promising. The U.S. could very well be on the verge of a budding virtuous cycle. Home sales 
volumes have posted Y/Y improvement since 11Q3, and four straight quarters of gains are on the books. Home 
values and confidence haven't snapped back and won't do so overnight. But the U.S. economy will reap the 
dividends tomorrow from each step the housing market makes in the right direction today. 

 

 

Colony Capital Buys 970 REO Homes 
Colony Capital LLC has purchased 970 single-family REO properties in California, Arizona and Nevada as part 
of the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) pilot efforts to dispose of Fannie Mae's first Real Estate Owned 
(REO) properties. 
 
Colony purchased shares of eight sub-portfolios of residential real estate owned (REO) properties, including 
tenant-occupied units and vacant single family residential properties. Fannie Mae has retained an interest in the 
equity cash flows. Colony is responsible for managing the operations of the owning entity. 
 
Colony paid $34,117,228 for its interest, which resulted in an estimated transaction valuation to Fannie Mae of 
$176 million or 112.3% of third-party valuation and equal to roughly $181,443 per home. 

Both Job Cuts and New Jobs Increased in October 
Planned job cuts by U.S.-based employers surged 41% in October to 47,724, as a spate of layoff 
announcements in the wake of weak quarterly earnings reports helped push downsizing activity to its highest 

http://bit.ly/RCagIE
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level in five months, according to the report on monthly job cuts released by outplacement consultancy 
Challenger, Gray & Christmas Inc. 
 
At the same time, the latest report from the Bureau of Labor Statistic shows that the U.S. economy added 
171,000 net new jobs in October. 
 
The October job cuts surge follows a relatively mild September, during which employers announced 33,816 job 
cuts, which was the second lowest monthly total in the last 22 months. 
 
October was the highest job-cut month since May, when 61,887 planned layoffs were announced. It was up 12% 
from the same month a year ago, when employers announced plans to trim payrolls by 42,759 workers. 
 
Despite last month's sharp increase, layoffs for the year are still well below last year's pace. Through 10 months, 
employers announced 433,725 job cuts, 17% fewer than the 521,823 cuts announced between January and 
October 2011. 
 
The automotive sector led the surge in October job cuts, announcing plans to shed 11,615 workers. However, 
the bulk of last month's automotive job cuts were by the Ford Motor Co., which announced a plant closing in 
Belgium that will affect 9,500 workers. Another 1,400 Ford workers in the United Kingdom are also being laid off. 
Both workforce reductions were the direct result of the ongoing European economic crisis. 
 
"While the Ford job cuts are not impacting American workers, they indicate just how vulnerable companies in the 
U.S. are to the situation in Europe. Several other companies, including Dow Chemical, Colgate- Palmolive, and 
DuPont attributed poor quarterly earnings to weak demand in Europe and other global markets," said John A. 
Challenger, CEO of Challenger, Gray & Christmas. 
 
"The final three months of the year tend to see heavier downsizing activity as companies make year-end 
adjustments to meet earnings goals and to prepare for the new year. Certainly, the deluge of weak third-quarter 
earnings reports that resulted from declining sales here and abroad does not bode well for workers as 2013 
approaches," he added. 

NEW JOBS GROWING 

The U.S. economy is snapping out of its summer funk and picking up the pace, according to Cassidy Turley chief 
economist Kevin Thorpe. 
 
"The October employment numbers (assuming they hold true after revisions) were yet another sign that, 
regardless of intensifying politics, the nation's economy is again growing fast enough to generate a reasonably 
healthy number of new jobs," Thorpe said. "The principal threat to the economy remains fiscal policy concerns, 
but interestingly enough, consumers are spending as if they no longer seem to care." 
 
Over the last three months, growth in retail sales is on par with the strong rates in the first three months of the 
year, and this time we can't attribute the better numbers to unseasonably warm weather, Thorpe said. Demand 
for cars, homes, electronics, furniture, clothing - it's all generally trending upward as we enter the holiday season. 
The same uptrend is evident in the manufacturing sector. New factory orders have been rising steadily since 
August. 

RETAILERS ADDED 130,000 JOBS 

While several large retailers have announced large-scale holiday hiring plans, employment gains in the retail 
sector last month were virtually unchanged from a year ago, according to Challenger, Gray & Christmas. 
 
The 130,100 retail job gains last month were only slightly more than the 128,900 retail jobs added in October 
2011. The first month of holiday hiring both this year and last were down significantly from the 149,800 retail jobs 
created in October 2010. 
 
While 2011 started slowly, retailers added another 531,300 workers in November and December for a total of 
660,200 seasonal employment gains, the highest level since 2007. In 2008 - the worst holiday-hiring season in 
22 years - retailers added only 38,600 seasonal workers in October and only 324,000 total workers during entire 
holiday season of October through December. 
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"November will give us the best indication of how 2012 stacks up when it comes to holiday hiring. It is likely that 
a lot more of the holiday hiring plans announced by national retailers, including J.C. Penney, Kohl's, Best Buy 
and Macy's, will show up in the November hiring figures," said John A. Challenger, chief executive officer of 
Challenger, Gray & Christmas. 
 
"It remains to be seen how the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy could impact retail hiring on the East Coast. These 
were highly populated areas that were affected. There is a good chance that many people in the region will still 
be trying to rebuild their lives when the peak holiday shopping season starts in a few weeks. Buying Christmas 
presents could fall pretty low on the list of priorities, which may mean that retailers in this area - many of whom 
are also facing significant damage - may hold off on planned holiday hiring," Challenger said. 

Watch List: Small Balance Troubled Loans 
Information for these lead listings was provided by CoStar Group and Trepp LLC, an industry leader in providing surveillance 
data on loan and commercial real estate performance underlying the CMBS market. 

Property Address 
Property 
Type 

Current 
Balance 

CMBS; 
Special 
Servicer Comment 

Hampton Inn 
Newberry-Opera 
House 

1201 Nance St., 
Newberry, SC Lodging $4,321,729 

ML2007-C1; 
C-III 

Recent transfer to special 
servicing effective 10/03/12 
due to Imminent payment 
default. 

Twin Oaks 
Apartments 

2275 2278 2315 Central 
Ave., Fort Myers, FL Multifamily $4,137,306 

Wach 2007-
C33; LNR 
Partners 

Imminent default due to 
cash flow issues. 

Nassau Bay 
18290 Upper Bay Blvd., 
Nassau Bay, TX Multifamily $3,217,407 

GE 2004-C1; 
CWCapital 

Delinquent P&I payments (2 
payyments due). 

Devine Street 
Piggly Wiggly 

3818 Devine St. and 630 
Kilbourne Road, 
Columbia, SC Retail $2,875,288 

MSDW 2003-
TOP9; C-III 

Loan was due to mature 
10/01/12. 

2324 
Meadowbrook 
Gardens Drive - 
A note 

2324 Meadowbrook 
Gardens Drive, Fort 
Worth, TX Multifamily $2,300,000 

Lasalle 2006-
MF4; Midland 

This loan transferred to 
special servicing for the 
second time effective 
10/9/12. 

3610 Motor 
Avenue 

3610 Motor Ave., Los 
Angeles, CA Multifamily $2,218,220 

WM 2007-
SL2; KeyBank 

Loan was being monitored 
for P&I delinquency. 

Main/Mason 
1980 Main St., Green 
Bay, WI Retail $1,876,555 

ML-CFC 
2007-5; 
CWCapital 

Loan transferred to special 
servicing effective 10/3/12. 

1005 N 28th St 
1005 N. 28th St., Van 
Buren, AR Multifamily $1,394,022 

Lasalle 2007-
MF5; Midland 

This loan transferred to 
special servicing. Borrower 
has been unreachable by 
phone. 

Turtle Bend 
Shopping Center 

163 Turtle Creek Drive, 
Hattiesburg, MS Retail $1,383,243 

JPM 2004-
LN2; 
CWCapital 

Loan transferred to special 
servicing effective 10/5/12 
for monetary default. 

South Park Plaza 
5645 S. Eastern Ave., 
Las Vegas, NV Retail $866,154 

CS 2006-C1; 
Helios AMC 

Loan originally transferred 
to special servicing on 
3/4/11 due to imminent 
default. Special servicer 
negotiated a loan 
modification that included a 
$200,000 principal 
prepayment, an equivalent 
principal write down, and 
amortization accelerating to 
a 20-year schedule. The 
loan returned to special 
servicing on 9/28/12. 
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Property Address 
Property 
Type 

Current 
Balance 

CMBS; 
Special 
Servicer Comment 

3043 Golfcrest 
3043 Golfcrest, Houston, 
TX Multifamily $595,155 

Lasalle 2006-
MF4; Midland 

This loan transferred to 
special servicing. Borrower 
has stopped remitting 
payments and the collection 
department has been 
unable to find contact 
information for the 
borrower. 

8630 Molanary 
Drive 

8630 Molanary Drive, 
Anchorage, AK Multifamily $566,029 

Lasalle 2006-
MF4; Midland 

This loan transferred to 
special servicing due to 
past due repayments. 

920 N. Front St 
920 N. Front St., 
Wormleysburg, PA Multifamily $473,918 

Lasalle 2007-
MF5; Midland 

This loan transferred to 
special servicing. Borrower 
has been unreachable by 
phone. 

2324 
Meadowbrook 
Gardens Drive - 
B note 

2324 Meadowbrook 
Gardens Drive, Fort 
Worth, TX Multifamily $311,569 

Lasalle 2006-
MF4; Midland 

Borrower requested the 
loan be transferred to 
special servicing saying the 
property is not cash flowing 
and can not support the 
debt despite special 
servicer's analysis to the 
contrary. 

Suzuki Shutting Down U.S. Auto Sales at its 220 Dealerships 
After filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganization, American Suzuki Motor Corp. said it will wind down and 
discontinue new automobile sales in the U.S. and instead focus on its long-term growth of its motorcycles/ATV 
and marine divisions. 
 
The company will seek to sell its U.S. automobile operations, which includes 220 dealerships. At one point, 
Suzuki had more than 500 dealerships in the U.S., but the firm determined that its automotive division was 
plagued by low sales volumes, a limited number of models in its line-up, unfavorable foreign exchange rates, the 
high costs associated with growing and maintaining an automotive distribution system in the continental U.S. and 
costs of complying with state and federal regulatory requirements unique to the U.S. market. 
 
Suzuki said it intends to work within its current U.S. automotive dealer network to help structure a smooth 
transition from new automobile sales to exclusively parts and service operations, or, in some instances, an 
orderly wind down of dealership operations. 
 
The company intends to market and sell its remaining U.S. automobile inventory through its automotive dealer 
network. 
 
M. Freddie Reiss, senior managing director in FTI Consulting Inc.'s Corporate Finance/Restructuring practice in 
Los Angeles, is the proposed Chief Restructuring Officer for the reorganization. He would oversee dissolution 
and sale of the Suzuki's auto dealership network. 
 
According to Reiss, Suzuki's automobile sales volume in the continental United States is not competitive. Its 
most recent market share was only approximately 0.2%. 

Martha Stewart Trimming Trees and Staff This Holiday Season 
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia Inc. is restructuring its portfolio of popular media brands. The actions include 
ceasing print publication of Whole Living and Everyday Food while continuing the latter online only. Positions 
within the publishing segment are expected to be eliminated as part of the new restructuring initiatives. 
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The moves follow the reorganization of the company's Broadcast TV group earlier this year and its recently 
announced partnerships with Hulu, The AOL On Network and FremantleMedia. The company expects the latest 
print publishing actions to result in $33 million to $35 million in annualized cost savings. 
 
Including the annualized cost savings of approximately $12.5 million associated with the Broadcast TV 
reorganization earlier this year, the company is now removing an estimated $45 million to $47 million of annual 
costs from its media businesses on a go-forward basis. 

Waste Removal Firm Removing Excess Office Space 
Major waste removal firm Republic Services Inc. (NYSE: RSG) has restructured its field and corporate 
operations. The changes include relocating office space and reducing administrative staffing levels as well as 
consolidating field regions from four to three and market areas from 28 to 20. 
 
Republic expects to record expenses of approximately $30 million with respect to this restructuring, 
approximately one-half of which will be incurred in the fourth quarter of 2012. This restructuring is expected to 
reduce selling, general and administrative expenses by approximately $23 million annually. 

More U.S. Doctors Leaving Private Practice 
An increasing number of U.S. doctors are expected to leave private practice for hospital employment over the 
next 18 months, due to rising costs and technology mandates, according to a new report from Accenture. 
 
Over the past decade, the number of independent U.S. physicians has dropped dramatically, from 57% in 2000 
to 39% in 2012. By the end of 2013, Accenture predicts this number will likely drop further, to 36%, and is 3.6% 
lower than Accenture's 2011 report.  
 
The Accenture findings resulted from extensive market analysis on U.S. physician employment and a survey of 
204 physicians in independent practice that was conducted in May 2012. 
 
By the end of 2013, Accenture also estimates that one-in-three doctors remaining independent will offer patients 
with subscription-based services, such as telemedicine or online consultations, for sustaining profit - a trend that 
is expected to increase three-fold over the next three years. 

Facility Closures & Downsizings 

Company Address City State 
Closure 
or Layoff 

No. of 
Layoffs Impact Date 

BRP US, Inc. 
(Bombardier 
Recreational 
Products) 451 E. Illinois Ave. Benton IL Closure 310 11/13/2012 

Kmart 6525 North Illinois 
Fairview 
Heights IL Closure 81 12/9/2012 

Saks Fifth Avenue 1849 Green Bay Road 
Highland 
Park IL Closure 60 2/2/2013 

Book Wholesalers 1340 Ridgeview Drive McHenry IL Closure 110 Immediately 

Sears Product 
Rebuild Center 2063 N. George St. Melrose Park IL Closure 50 11/27/2012 

Vonachen Services Caterpillar, 1300 Airport Road Pontiac IL Layoff 50 10/22/2012 

Eastgate Tower Hotel 222 E. 39th St. New York NY Closure 64 1/16/2013 

Gallagher's New York 
Steakhouse 228 W. 52nd St. New York NY Closure 92 1/16/2013 

Dal-Tile Corp. 103 S. Clark St. Olean NY Closure 179 1/11/2013 

HMX Group 1155 North Clinton Avenue Rochester NY Closure 431 12/18/2012 
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Company Address City State 
Closure 
or Layoff 

No. of 
Layoffs Impact Date 

Personalized 
Distribution Systems 12 Eighty Four Drive Eighty Four PA Closure 114 12/15/2012 

Ricoh Americas 
Corp. 2727 Commerce Way Philadelphia PA Layoff 53 11/29/2012 

Sears 3470 William Penn Highway Pittsburgh PA Closure 24 1/7/2013 

New York Wire 
441 E. Market St.; 829 Loucks 
Mill Road; 500 E. Middle St. 

York; York; 
Hanover PA Layoff 170 Unknown 

Mission West To Sell Entire Portfolio 
Mission West Properties Inc. entered into two agreements to dispose of all of its real estate assets for an 
enterprise value of $1.3 billion. 
 
Mission West owns and manages 101 properties totaling 7.6 million rentable square feet. 
 
Cupertino, CA-based Mission West will sell certain of its real estate assets to a joint venture entity sponsored by 
affiliates of Divco West and TPG Real Estate in exchange for $400 million in cash and $398 million in assumed 
debts and other obligations. 
 
In addition, Mission West has agreed that certain operating partnerships will retain their remaining assets and 
liabilities with a net value of $525 million and the non-converting limited partners will retain an ownership interest 
in those operating partnerships. 
 
Following completion of these transactions, Mission West intends to liquidate after satisfying outstanding debts, 
applicable taxes and related transaction costs. 
 
Mission West expects the transactions to close by year end. 

Forest City Finds a Buyer for its Land Portfolio 
After announcing earlier this year that it wanted to divest its land holdings, Forest City Enterprises has sold a 
significant portion of the portfolio to Mountain Real Estate Capital LLC. 
 
The sale includes master-planned communities across the country totaling 1,200 residential lots. The projects 
include a mix of finished lots, partially finished lots and undeveloped land for residential and commercial 
development. 
 
The terms of the transaction were not disclosed. A year ago at this time, Forest City listed the portfolio value at 
$340 million. 
 
"This portfolio continues our interest in investing in land and communities for residential development in major 
regions nationally," said Rodney Montag, senior director in Mountain's New York office. "It was a challenging 
portfolio with many moving parts and we spent significant time and money in order to figure it out. Ultimately, it 
provides a perfect mix of finished lots, which provide liquidity, and undeveloped lots for upside appreciation." 
 
The larger projects include Woodbury Crossing in Olympia, WA; Tangerine Crossing in Tucson, AZ; Legacy 
Lakes in Pinehurst, NC; and Summers Walk both in Charlotte, NC. 
 
Mountain will partner with Raleigh-based LStar Management Group to develop out the North Carolina projects, 
which will bring to seven the number of projects co-developed by this Mountain/LStar partnership. 
 
"There was strong interest in this prime portfolio," explains Michael Daly, Forest City's executive vice president. 
"Mountain's proposal was very responsive. Their national footprint and strong capital position allowed them to 
move quickly in a variety of markets. It was also very important for us to work with a group that has the 
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operational experience to understand the complexity of owning, developing and managing long term land 
assets." 
 
Mountain anticipates a seven-year investment horizon in which it will sell lots to some of the nation's leading 
homebuilders including Richmond American, Lennar, Ryan, DR Horton, Maracay and other regional and custom 
builders. Total finished lot values are estimated to be in excess of $65 million. 
 
"While we have focused on portfolios similar to the Forest City opportunity, we have also recapitalized best-in-
class developers and builders to restructure their projects and businesses," states Peter Fioretti, Mountain's 
CEO. "We recently helped a regional homebuilder purchase back a portfolio of projects from its bank and are 
currently pursuing similar restructures in Denver and Houston." 

MetLife To Sell Mortgage Servicing Portfolio to JPMorganChase 
MetLife Inc. agreed to sell MetLife Bank's $70 billion mortgage servicing portfolio to JPMorganChase Bank. 
Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. 
 
MetLife decided in 2011 that a bank holding company structure was no longer appropriate. 
 
"Since that time, MetLife has entered into agreements to sell MetLife Bank's deposit business to GE Capital, sold 
the bank's warehouse finance business to EverBank, sold the bank's reverse mortgage servicing rights to 
Nationstar, and ceased writing residential mortgages," said Jim Rose, MetLife Bank president. 
 
MetLife's entire retail banking business, including mortgages, represented less than 2% of MetLife's 2011 
operating earnings. 
 
"The acquisition of this high-quality portfolio reflects our strategy to strengthen and grow our Servicing business," 
said Eric Schuppenhauer, head of mortgage servicing at Chase. "We will be able to provide our full range of 
products and services to an additional 350,000 individuals and families. We expect that many of these customers 
will take advantage of historically low interest rates by refinancing." 
 
The $70 billion servicing portfolio will increase Chase's $1.1 trillion servicing business by more than 5%. 

Sequoia Real Estate Launches Second Single-Family PE Fund 
Sequoia Real Estate Partners launched Pacific Value Opportunities Fund II, which will acquire, renovate, 
manage and dispose of single-family houses and apartment communities in California. 
 
PVOF II will target residential properties of one to four units that are underpriced and/or capable of being 
renovated or otherwise improved to substantially increase value, resulting in higher disposition prices and strong 
fund profits. 
 
Sequoia's founding and managing partners, Eric Sussman, Bruce Bartlett and Tim Gresham, will invest 
significant capital in PVOF II. Sequoia intends to take advantage of investment opportunities unavailable to 
buyers requiring debt financing on each acquisition. 
 
Sussman expects because PVOF II is relatively moderate in scale at only $10 million it will quickly be fully 
subscribed. 
 
"All funds will be deployed into projects within 12 months of the fund's closing" because "there is a current supply 
and demand imbalance in the single-family market for turn-key, move-in ready homes," Sussman said. 
 
Sequoia's Pacific Value Opportunities Fund I (PVOF I) has begun to liquidate its mix of value-added (improved) 
investments in both apartments and single-family homes. Based on properties already sold or in escrow and 
valuations from independent sources, PVOF I, (which was started in 2010) is on track to generate annual fund 
returns on equity in excess of 20%. 
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Daffy's Sites To Be Auctioned 
GA Keen Realty Advisors, a division of Great American Group Inc., is marketing several lease opportunities that 
offer strategic retail locations in New York City and surrounding areas and boroughs, along with three sites in 
northeastern New Jersey. 
 
GA Keen Realty Advisors has been retained by Jericho Acquisitions I LLC and Aurora Capital Associates to 
market the remaining 11 former Daffy's high-fashion discount stores as part of a bankruptcy lease auction, 
according to GA Keen Realty Advisors co-president Harold Bordwin. 
 
"All sites are available at below-market lease rates and are in strategic locations with flagship potential, which 
make these properties desirable for retailers who want to make inroads into New York City and its adjacent 
markets," Bordwin said. 
 
The retail spaces range from 17,000 to 54,000 square feet in size and are at the following locations. 
 
• Route 1 and Route 9 North, Elizabeth, NJ 
• 165 Route 4 West, Paramus, NJ (Paramus Place) 
• 215 Route 46 West, Totowa, NJ (Totowa Shopping Center) 
• 2146 Bartow Ave., Bronx, NY (Bay Plaza) 
• 88-01 Queens Blvd., Elmhurst, NY (Queens Place) 
• 1900 Northern Blvd., Manhasset, NY 
• 335 Madison Ave. at 44th St., New York City 
• 135 East 57th St., New York City 
• 1775 Broadway at 57th St., New York City 
• 229 West 43rd St., New York City 
• 3 East 18th St., New York City 
 
Daffy's Inc., founded in 1961 and based in Secaucus, NJ, was known for selling national fashion brands at up to 
80% off list prices. A victim of a fiercely competitive landscape that had already claimed rivals Syms and Filene's 
Basement, the company announced it was going out of business in July. 

Leverage the Reach and Impact of Watch List for your Advertising Needs 
Watch List reports on the latest on every aspect of real estate: banks, finance, forecasts, securitization, 
corporate expansions and downsizing by calling on the knowledge and experienced advice of its more than 
90,000 senior-level industry readers. In this way, veteran journalist Mark Heschmeyer has created a way for the 
“gold standard” of industry professionals to be engaged in the news. As a result they are more than readers—
they are participants and consider this product “a critical piece of their corporate intelligence.” 
 
The newsletter format is designed for our industry’s mobile audience. Quick access to editorial and ad links are 
available in an easy-to-read format on mobile devices and full-color photos and space ads are used in the 
downloadable PDF. 
 
This is the industry’s most widely circulated publication and is also the most affordable. Full-page, color ads start 
as low as $1,000…that’s 75% less than other leading trade publications with 22x more readers! 
 
If you are ready to put Watch List to work for you, email Mark Heschmeyer or call us TODAY at 330-646-4083. 

Limited ad space available. 
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